Spray gun recommendation guide
Spray gun types currently being used to apply our EFI™ Armor WB
matte and gloss coatings.

Gravity feed — VERY Easy to use & clean

Syphon feed — Easy to use

Pressure pot system (high-volume coverage,
even pressure & mist — Takes some practice
to control the pressure & volume sprayed

SPRAY TIP SIZE (MM)

COMMONLY USED FOR

0.8

Parting films/PVA–very fine mist

1.2

Clear coats–super fine finishes

1.4

Most used all-around tip–clears, base coat, single stage paints

1.6

General purpose–light to heavy viscosity materials

1.8

Primers–will apply primer quickly

2.2–2.5

Gel coats and resins–for thick resins and not paints

There are three main factors to consider when determining
the size tip that will produce the best results:
1. First, examine the coating that will be sprayed. Put
simply, heavier coatings will require a larger orifice
size than lighter ones. For example, primers are
usually thicker than the accompanying paint, so
you should use a 1.7 or 1.8 mm tip to prime most
surfaces. Most painters will stay in the range of 1.2 to
2.0 mm unless the paint being applied is specialised.
2. Next, consider your project surface area. This
determines the appropriate fan width that your sprayer
will produce (i.e., the shape in which the product will
leave the gun nozzle). Airless spray guns have more
control over the fan width than conventional spray
guns because the coating is forced through the tip
without being atomised by air. This causes the tip
to have a large impact on the fan width and shape.

Most boat projects consist of large surfaces; so a
wide fan will increase the spray coverage and also
provide the ability to spray close to the surface
without too much build up. Smaller surfaces will
require a small fan width to reduce overspray. This
also makes it possible to spray further away from the
surface without too much falloff because the fan is
more focused.
3. Lastly, consider the spray gun that is being used.
Make sure that the gun will support the spray tip you
plan on using. Most spray gun manufacturers will
provide this information in their product overview.
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